Video dialog is a new and challenging task, which requires the agent to answer questions combining video information with dialog history. And different from single-turn video question answering, the additional dialog history is important for video dialog, which often includes contextual information for the question. Existing visual dialog methods mainly use RNN to encode the dialog history as a single vector representation, which might be rough and straightforward. Some more advanced methods utilize hierarchical structure, attention and memory mechanisms, which still lack an explicit reasoning process. In this paper, we introduce a novel progressive inference mechanism for video dialog, which progressively updates query information based on dialog history and video content until the agent think the information is sufficient and unambiguous. In order to tackle the multimodal fusion problem, we propose a crosstransformer module, which could learn more fine-grained and comprehensive interactions both inside and between the modalities. And besides answer generation, we also consider question generation, which is more challenging but significant for a complete video dialog system. We evaluate our method on two largescale datasets, and the extensive experiments show the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
Visual dialog can be seen as an extension of the visual question answering (VQA) (Antol et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017) . Unlike visual question answering, in which each question is asked independently, visual dialog requires the agent to answer multi-round questions and the previous round of question-answer pairs form the dialog history. Currently, most of the existing visual dialog approaches mainly focus on image dialog (Das et al. , * Zhou Zhao is the corresponding author. What color is the plate with meat?
Yellow.
What does the person make in the plastic container?
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He mixes the sauce with meat. 2017a; Seo et al., 2017; Kottur et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018) . Video dialog is still less explored. For video dialog, given a video, a dialog history and a question about the video content, the agent has to combine video information with context information from dialog history to infer the answer accurately. And due to the complexity of video information, it's more challenging than image dialog.
Obviously, there are two major problems for video dialog: (1) How to obtain valuable information from the dialog history. We find that the content of the dialogue usually has a certain continuity, and the subsequent dialogue is likely to continue what was discussed before. Thus, it's important to infer valuable information from the dialog history to help answer the question. Sometimes, the question can be ambiguous without such information. For instance, as illustrated in Figure  1 , the question "What does the person do with it?" contains a pronoun 'it', which brings ambiguity to the question. We can't figure out what 'it' really refers to, if only rely on the question information. There is no more key information in the question, thus it's also hard to get help from video content. In such a situation, the dialog history is necessary. The existing visual dialog methods (Das et al., 2017a) mainly use recurrent neural network (like LSTM) to encode the dialog history as a single vector representation, which we think might be a bit rough and straightforward. Some more advanced methods (Seo et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018) utilize hierarchical structure, attention and memory mechanisms to refine the dialog history representation, which still lacks an explicit reasoning process. Recently, Kottur et al. (2018) propose a neural module network architecture including two novel modules, which perform coreference resolution at a word level. However, their work is based on the image, which means they only take static visual characters into consideration, like objects and attributes. As for video dialog, there are additional dynamic characters in the video, such as action and state transition. Thus, we employ multi-stream video information in our model. And due to the continuity of the dialog history, we attempt to design a reverse-order progressive reasoning process to extract useful information and eliminate ambiguity. (2) How to answer the question related to the video content. This is also the key problem in video question answering. For instance, a mainstream method is to utilize recurrent neural network to learn the hidden states of video sequences, due to the temporal structure. Then, the encoded query information is used to select relevant information from the hidden states, through attention mechanism or memory network. Finally, the query information is combined with the refined video information by multi-modal fusion to generate the answer.
In this paper, in order to make better use of the dialog history and video information, we propose a progressive inference mechanism for video dialog, which progressively updates query information based on the dialog history and video content, as shown in Figure 1 . And the progressive inference will stop when the agent thinks the query information is sufficient and unambiguous, or it has arrived at the beginning of the dialog history. For the query information is a sequence of vector representations which contains key information of the question, dialog history and video content, we propose a cross-transformer module to learn a stronger joint representation of them. And in addition to the generation of answers, we also attempt to generate questions according to the dialog history, which is more challenging but significant for a complete video dialog system. The generator we use is an extension of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) decoder, in order to process multistream inputs. And the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Unlike previous studies, we propose a novel progressive inference mechanism for video dialog, which progressively updates query information based on the dialog history and video content.
• We design a cross-transformer module to tackle the multi-modal fusion problem, which could learn more fine-grained and comprehensive interactions both inside and between the visual and textual information.
• Besides the answer generation, we also realize question generation under the same framework to construct a complete video dialog system.
• Our method achieves the state-of-the-art performance on two large-scale datasets.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly review some related work of visual dialog, including image dialog and video dialog. As first proposed in (Das et al., 2017a) , visual dialog requires the agent to predict the answer of a given question based on an image and dialog history. While dialog system (Serban et al., 2016 (Serban et al., , 2017 has been widely explored, visual dialog is still a young task. Until recently, some approaches are proposed. Das et al. (2017a) propose three models based on late fusion, attentional hierarchical LSTM and memory networks respectively. They also propose the VisDial dataset by pairing two subjects on Amazon Mechanical Turk to chat about an image. Lu et al. (2017) propose a generator-discriminator architecture where the outputs of the generator are updated using a perceptual loss from a pre-trained discriminator. De Vries et al. (2017) propose a Guess-What game style dataset, on which one person asks questions about an image to guess which object has been selected and the second person answers questions. Das et al. (Das et al., 2017b) utilize deep reinforcement learning to learn the policies of a 'Questioner-Bot' and an 'Answerer-Bot', based on the goal of selecting the right images that the two agents are talking. Seo et al. (2017) resolve visual references in the question based on a new attention mechanism with an attention memory, and the model indirectly resolves coreferences of expressions through the attention retrieval process. Jain et al. (2018) propose a simple symmetric discriminative baseline, which can be applied to both predicting an answer as well as predicting a question. Kottur et al. (2018) propose an introspective reasoning about visual coreferences, which links coreferences and grounds them in the image at a word-level, rather than at a sentencelevel as in prior visual dialog work. Massiceti et al. (2018) propose FLIPDIAL model, a generative convolutional model for visual dialogue which is able to generate answers as well as generate questions based on a visual context. Lee et al. (2018) propose a practical goal-oriented dialog framework using information-theoretic approach, in which the questioner figures out the answerer's intention via selecting a plausible question by calculating the information gain of the candidate intentions and possible answers of each question. Wu et al. (2018) propose a sequential co-attention generative model that can jointly learn the image, dialog history information with question, and a discriminator which can dynamically access to the attention memories with an intermediate reward.
The aforementioned work mainly focuses on the image dialog. As for the task of video dialog, it's still less explored. One similar work is proposed by Zhao et al. (2018) . They study the problem of multi-turn video question answering by employing a hierarchical attention context learning method with recurrent neural networks for context-aware question understanding and a multi-stream attention network that learns the joint video representation. They also propose two large-scale multi-turn video question answering datasets, which are employed in our experiments. And recently, Hori et al. (2018) propose a model that incorporates technologies for multimodal attention-based video description into an end-to-end dialog system. Pasunuru et al. (2018) propose a new game-chat based video-context, many-speaker dialogue task. In this work, we utilize a more explicit progressive inference mechanism and a novel cross-transformer module to generate both answers and questions for video dialog.
3 Our Approach
Problem Formulation
Before introducing our method, we first introduce some basic notions. We denote the video by v ∈ V , the dialog history by c ∈ C, the new question by q ∈ Q and the corresponding answer by a ∈ A, respectively. For video is a sequence of frames, the frame-level representation
And besides the frame-level representation, we also employ the segment-level representation to bring more information of video, which is given
where T 2 is the number of segments and v s j is the vector representation of the j-th segment. The dialog history c ∈ C is given by c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N ), where c i is the i-th round of dialog, which consists of a question q i and an answer a i . Using these notations, the task of video dialog could be formulated as follows: given a set of video V and the associated dialog history C, the goal of video dialog is to train a model that learns to generate human-like answers when a new question about the visual content is asked. Similar to the video question answering task, there are two kinds of methods to produce the answer, generative and discriminative. For generative type, a word sequence generator (normally a RNN) is employed to fit the ground truth answer sequences. As for discriminative type, an additional candidate answer vocabulary is provided and the problem is reformulated as a multi-class classification problem. In this paper, we try to tackle the generative version of video dialog, for it is more challenging than discriminative version and is more valuable in the practical system.
Progressive Inference
We first introduce our dialog encoder with progressive inference mechanism. Figure 2 shows the overview of the dialog encoder, in which the inference process has been expanded for intuitive understanding. As shown in the figure, the inputs of this module are a sequence of dialog history c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N ) and the query x. Specifically, the query x could be different ac- cording to different purposes. For answer generation, the query x is the question q waiting to be answered. As for question generation, we combine the latest round of dialog c N in dialog history with ground-truth answer a of the question as the query x, considering the topic continuity between the dialog. And it's intuitive that the new round of dialog is more likely to be relevant to the latest dialog history, especially in video dialog, in which the dialog focuses on a specific scenario not chit-chat. Each round of dialog consists of a question q i = (w q i1 , w q i2 , . . . , w q il ) and an answer a i = (w a i1 , w a i2 , . . . , w a il ), where w q , w a are word embeddings and l, l are corresponding sentence length. And for the i-th round dialog c i , instead of using two LSTMlike neural networks to learn sentence-level representations individually, we concatenate the question q i and the answer a i end to end, given by
, and then employ self-attention mechanism to extract more fine-grained word-level interactions between the question-answer pair. And the query x is also encoded by a similar self-attention mechanism. Specifically, the attention processing units (APU) we employ is based on the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) , which has achieved great success in natural language processing. The first type of attention processing unit (APU-1) is as same as the encoder module of the Transformer model. It consists of a multi-head self-attention layer and a transition layer. And it has to be noted that we do not show residual connections and layer normalization in the figure for conciseness. Here, the transition layer is a fully-connected neural network that consists of two linear transformations with a rectified-linear activation in between. The second type of attention processing unit (APU-2) is similar to the decoder module of the Transformer model. However, there is a difference in the middle multi-head attention layer. We assume the outside input is I o and the output of the multihead self-attention layer is O a , then the normal operation in the Transformer decoder is given by
where d is the dimension of sequence elements. In our method, the order of the inputs are replaced, which is given by
The reason of this replacement is that we want the outside input information to guide the inner attention operation, not the inside information. Under the video dialog scenario, we expect to use the query information to filter related and helpful information from the dialog history. After introducing the basic modules of our dialog encoder, now we describe the progressive inference mechanism, as shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, we add its position encoding to the input query x to bring order information, which is similar to (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Then, we employ the first type of attention processing unit (APU-1) to encode the initial query information and the encoded query is denoted as q. After that, we progressively update query information from each round of dialog. Due to the continuity of the dialog history, the order of the inference is from the latest round to the beginning round. For the i-th round, firstly, Cross-Transformer module is used to capture both query-aware video information and video-aware query information, and they are merged into the updated queries {O f q , O sq }, due to different visual features. Then, the information of current round of dialog history c i is encoded and filtered by the second type of attention processing unit (APU-2), using the latest updated query. Through this way, we can obtain the query related informationĉ i from current dialog, which could complete the query information and eliminate ambiguity. Finally, we utilize an inference gate to update the query information again and determine whether it is needed to stop reasoning, given by
where σ is the sigmoid function, [; ] is concatenation operation, is element-wise multiplication, W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 are weight matrixes, b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 are biases, S, S are score vectors of the gate and µ 1 (or µ 2 ) is a scalar representing the information score. If µ = (µ 1 + µ 2 )/2 is greater than a threshold τ , the inference gate will output current {O f q , O sq } as the final output of the encoder and stop the inference, which means the agent think that the current query information is sufficient and unambiguous for answer or question generation. And the inference will also stop when it has arrived at the beginning of the dialog history.
Cross-Transformer Module
In this section, we introduce the cross-transformer (CT) module for multi-modal fusion, which could learn more fine-grained and comprehensive interactions both inside and between the input modalities. As shown in Figure 3 , there are two input channels, one for video information and the other for query information. In our method, we utilize two kinds of video information, the frame-level information v f and the segment-level information v s . Here, we take v f as an example, and the process of v s is the same. There are two attention process units (APU-2) in our CT module. And instead of encoding these two channels individually, we design a cross connection between the APU-2 to learn the interactions both inside and between different modalities. Specifically, we use the updated query O f q to guide the middle attention layer of the video channel APU-2, in order to learn the query-aware video information v f q . And the frame-level information v f is also utilized to guide the same attention layer of the query channel APU-2, for the purpose of learning frame-aware query information q u f . Then, we further fuse the information of each output of the APU-2 with its input guidance by a concatenation and a linear layer, given by
Before outputting, we swop the output streams again to restore the original input order for next layer process. By stacking M layers, we expect to enhance the fusion effect. Finally, we employ another multi-head attention layer to fuse F v and F q , and the output is denoted as O f q . For segmentlevel video information v s , we also could get the output O sq .
Answer & Question Decoder
The decoder we use is shown in Figure 4 . In this decoder, the third type of attention process unit (APU-3) is employed, which is as same as the Transformer decoder. And because there is two outputs of the dialog encoder, O f q and O sq , we utilize two individual attention process units (APU-3) to decode their information. Thus, we could obtain two different answer (or question) distributions based on the appearance and motion information correspondingly. Then, this two distributions are multiplied elemently and a softmax layer is employed to generate the final output probabilities. We use teacher-forcing strategy during training stage, and at generation time the answer (or question) is generated autoregressively.
Experiments

Setup
Dataset. The datasets that we use are proposed in (Zhao et al., 2018) , which are based on YouTube-Clips (Chen and Dolan, 2011) dataset and TACoS-MultiLevel (Rohrbach et al., 2014) dataset. These two datasets consist of 1,987 and 1,303 videos individually. Each video in YouTubeClips is composed of 60 frames, and as for TACoS-MultiLevel, the number of frames is 80. Each video has five different dialogs. There are 6515 video dialogs in YouTubeClips dataset and 9935 video dialogs in TACoS-MultiLevel dataset. The numbers of question-answer pairs are 66,806 and 37,228 correspondingly. Statistically, there are five rounds of conversation in most of the video dialogs for TACoS-MultiLevel dataset and it is mostly between three and twelve rounds for YouTubeClips dataset. The percentages of training data, validation data and testing data for both datasets are 90%, 5%, and 5% respectively, according to the number of constructed video dialogs. Implementation. Firstly, we use the pre-trained Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) model to obtain the word embeddings of the dialog. The dimension of the word vector is 512. Then, we employ the pre-trained VGGNet to learn appearance feature of each frame. The motion features of video are extracted by the pre-trained 3D-ConvNet (Tran et al., 2015) . And we utilize transition layers (Section 3.2) to transform both appearance and motion features into the same dimension as word vectors to ease later process. We set the circulation steps T to 5 and the stack layers M to 4 after doing a lot of attempts. The threshold τ in the progressive inference is also important. It will influence the effect of the progressive inference process. We find that if the threshold is too small, the inference process will stop early and miss some important information. On the contrary, if the threshold is too large, it will stop too late leading to more interference information and time consuming. We did a lot of experiments and adjustments to get a balanced threshold of 0.85, and this value might be a bit different in different scenarios. For the training stage, we use Adam optimizer with the initial learning rate of 0.0005, and we also adopt a warm-up strategy to improve the effectiveness of network learning. Evaluation Metrics. In this paper, we employ several metrics to evaluate the quality of the generated answers and questions. They are BLEU-N (N=1,2), ROUGE-L and METEOR, which have been widely used in natural language generation tasks.
Comparisons and Analysis
Because video dialog is still less explored especially for generative results, we extend some existing image dialog and video question answering models as baseline models for video dialog, which are introduced in the following:
• ESA+, STAN+ and CDMN+ methods extend three video QA models respectively, which are ESA model (Zeng et al., 2017) , STAN (Zhao et al., 2017) and CDMN model (Gao et al., 2018) . A hierarchical LSTM network is added to model the dialog history.
• LF+, HRE+ and MN+ methods extend three image dialog models (Das et al., 2017a) by utilizing a LSTM network to encode the video information, which are based on late fusion, attention based hierarchical LSTM, and memory networks respectively.
• SFQIH+ method extends SF-QIH-se model (Jain et al., 2018) by employing a LSTM network to encode the video information, which concatenates all of the input embeddings for each of the possible answer options.
Besides the baseline models, we also compare our method with the HACRN model (Zhao et al., 2018) . They propose a similar work called multiturn video question answering. It uses LSTM and attention mechanism to encode the dialog history and question to get a joint question representation. They combine this joint representation with video features by a multi-stream attention network. And a multi-step reasoning strategy is applied to enhance the reasoning ability. For the above models, a normal LSTM recurrent sentence generator is employed to generate the answer and question. Table 1 shows the experimental results of answer generation on TACoS-MultiLevel and YoutubeClip datasets, and Table 2 shows the question generation results on same datasets. Our method (RICT) outperforms all above models in almost all metrics. This fact shows the effectiveness of our overall network architecture. And we find that the image dialog models perform better than video QA models in answer generation, but worse in question generation on both datasets. This might indicate that for these two datasets, the answer generation is more dependent on dialog, and question generation is more dependent on video content.
We perform an ablation study to evaluate the impact of each component in our model. The experimental results are listed in Table 3 , where RICT (lstm) , RICT (wo.ct) , RICT (wo.pi) represent our model with a LSTM sentence generator, replacing cross-transformer module and replacing progressive inference with baseline modules correspondingly. The results on YoutubeClip dataset is similar, which it's not shown in the paper. The fact that the variants perform worse than full RICT model but still better than baseline models that have the similar modules proves the effectiveness of each part of our model. We also show some visualization examples of experimental results in Figure 5 . For the example (a), the progressive inference successfully stops at the second round of dialog, for the current µscore has exceeded the threshold and the former round of dialog can't bring more valuable information. The example (b) also shows a similar result on question generation, however, this time the inference stops at the first round for it still contains the related thing 'cutting board'. Part of the words with high attention by our model are shown in different colors. And both of the generated answer and question of our model in the examples are better than the compared model, which are much closer to the ground-truth.
Conclusion
In this paper, in order to have a better understanding of both dialog history and video contents, we propose a novel progressive inference mechanism for video dialog, which progressively updates query information until it is sufficient and unambiguous, or it has arrived at the beginning of the dialog history. We also design a crosstransformer module to tackle multi-modal fusion problem, which could learn more fine-grained interactions between the visual and textual information. And in addition to answer generation, we also consider question generation based on the dialog history and video content under the same framework, which is more challenging but significant for a complete video dialog system. The qualitative and quantitative experimental results on two large-scale video dialog datasets show the effectiveness of our method.
